Batumi City and Wine Tour

Tour Includes: Batumi City Tour and Tour to Mountainous Ajara, wine degustation
and Lunch

Experience a triple pleasure by taking an exciting tour which combines historical
charm, urban sophistication and natural beauty of Ajara. Enjoy the city`s most famous
attractions and visit the picturesque mountainous Ajara with its untouched nature and
historic monuments. To complete the pleasure and experience, you will visit a local
vineyard, get acquainted with wine making traditions, taste local food and some of
the best Georgian wines. Our guides look forward to sharing their expertise and local
knowledge with you.

1) Batumi city sightseeing Tour (Duration 1.30 hours):
Statue of Medea - More than thirty centuries ago
an ancient Greek mythological hero Jason with
fifty Argonauts sailed off on the boat “Argos” to
fetch the Golden Fleece from Colchis in the Black
Sea. An ancient Colchis Kingdom, ruled by
powerful Ayetes, was situated on the present day’s
Georgian territory. Here Jason not only found
Golden Fleece, but fell in love with Ayetes
daughter, beautiful Medea. The tremendous statue
of Medea rises majestically above the Europe
Square in the central part of Batumi. Medea is holding Jason's Golden Fleece in her hand - a symbol
of wealth and prosperity of the country.

Piazza square: Do you want to find yourself in a
fairy tale? Then you should certainly visit the
Piazza in the heart of the Old Batumi.
Construction process of the Piazza was finished in
2010.The beautiful and impressive square, which
has already become the city's visual symbol, is
distinguished by its majestic building complex,
mosaic and stained-glass windows and attracts
more and more tourists every year. Here is
located the main clock of the city: at 12 o’clock
the bell rings and dancing couple dressed in
national Georgian costumes comes out of the clock. Besides, Piazza offers its guests all the necessary
relevant facilities: cafés, restaurants and comfortable hotels.

Batumi port: “Porto-Franco” (free port) status was
granted to the port because of its advantages.
Cruise ships from different countries of the world
stop by in order to enjoy the beautiful scenery of
the Black Sea surrounded by mountains.

Ali and Nino - A unique moving statue of Ali and
Nino is one of city’s landmarks, symbolizing love
and friendship between Islam and Christianity,
East and West. The prototypes for the 9-meter
high statue are the main characters of the famous
novel by Qurban Said, telling the love story
between a Muslim boy, Ali Khan Shirvanshir and
a Christian girl, Nino Kipiani, descendent of the
famous Nino Chavchavadze. The most
remarkable feature of “Ali and Nino” is that metal
man and a woman are always in motion, meeting each other almost every 10 minutes. Beautiful
color lightning effects and amazing seascape perfectly complete this stunning composition

2) Tour to Mountinous Ajara

You will remember this tour well because of beautiful panoramic views of mountain ranges,
beautiful valleys, rivers, waterfalls and wild rocks, resembling the ruins of ancient castles. You
will enjoy fresh air and mysterious and mythical mountains on this route, as well as get acquainted
with the traditions and way of life of local residents. Guests will visit the 30-meter-high
Makhuntseti waterfall and historical arched bridge (XII-XIIIcc)

3) Wine degustation

Wine tasting in Ajarian wine house – the white grape of “Kedis Tsolikauri” and the rose grape
“Chkhaveri”. Tsolikauri is used to make European types of table white semi- sweet wines and
Chkhaveri is distinguished by rose sparkle, an extremely delicate and harmonious bouquet and
aroma

Tour total per person: 50 $
Tour Price Includes:





Guide service
Lunch, wine degustation
Transportation during excursion
VAT 18%
Additional Information:
Please note, prices given above are preliminary and they can be changed
upon the changes in the request
If the group is big (more than 40 people), they will be split into small
groups, they will all have the same program but the agenda will be different.

YOU ARE WARMLY WELCOME!

